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CSUSB welcomes completion of Pfau Library 
Jeremy Heckler 
Managing Editor 
lion of research materials along with 
acopying area for reproduction ser­
vices. The furnishings for the li-
The John M. Pfau library en­
larged this fall when the 49,025 
square foot addition opened. While 
the construction of the facility is 
completed, library officials say that 
the process of improvements are 
not entirely done as new furniture 
and equipment will be arriving in 
the coming weeks. 
University Librarian Johnie 
Ann Ralph said the only problems 
that have occured are students who 
mistakenly believe that they can 
enter the classroom portion of the 
building from the addition. Cur-
, rendy the second floor is separated 
i by a wall as the older section is still 
i used as classroom space and appro-
IHiate funding has yet to be ac­
quired to refurbish it for use by the 
reference department. The Wedge 
addition of the facility also has no 
access from the main library. 
The rundown of the library ad­
dition contents include a new Cur-
jjriculum Lab, and an expanded Spe-
tial Collections secdon. The Li-
iMary Administration will move to 
the second floor office space. Each 
floor will also be equipped with 
OP AC terminals to provide loca-
Library 
Directory 
Letter Floor 
^,B,C Fourth 
D,E,F,G,H Third 
I,K,L Fifth 
M,N,P,Q,R Fourth 
5,T,U,V,Z Fifth 
brary include 149 one seat study 
carrels which in the future will be 
electrified for use by computers, 
typewriters and other study aids. 
Prison industriesin Tehachape 
andAvenal constructed the tables 
and chairs. 
The Library Addition won the 
1993 Charles J. Pankow Award for 
construction quality and innovative 
design. Library officials comment 
that they hada very good woAing 
relationship between with 
"no" on AS I votes 
CSSA membership 
Jeremy Heckler 
Managing Editor 
On their first major vote of the 
year the AST Board of Directors has 
decided to suspend its membership 
in the California State Students 
Association (CSSA) for the 1994-
1995 school year. The move mailcs 
the second time in three years that 
ASI has motioned to stay out of 
CSSA. 
Cited as main reasons for the 
departure from CSSA was that ASI 
believed the organization was in 
hirmoil and had no structiu'e. It was 
also thought that a distinction had 
to be made between issues best ad­
dressed by individual Associated 
Students governments and those 
best served by CSSA. 
At the time of the decision it 
was determined by the Board of 
Directors that the students need a 
recognized voice. It was also deter­
mined that students of the CSU 
system have a stronger representa­
tion as one collective group rather 
than individual campuses on spe­
cific issues. 
ASI cited that CSSA has made 
improvements in that their meeting 
minutes are becoming more spe­
cific. The agenda's of the meetings 
have also become more specific 
and allowed the board members to 
be better prepared for the meetings. 
The final determination of ASI 
was that it could more effectively 
represent the students of CSUSB at 
the state level. 
theRosetti and Associates and 
CalPac,the contractors, architects 
Currently plans are underway 
for two Library InsUuction Rooms, 
The Arthur Nelson Archives, 11 
Curriculum Lab Media Rooms and 
the Special Collections. Otherplans 
include the renovation of the older 
part of the library and the seismic 
retrofit of the building, which cur­
rently leads the list of state build­
ings as an earthquake hazard. These 
projects are currently on hold until 
adequate funding is found. 
"We worked six years on the 
project and we hope that the stu­
dents will help us to take care of it 
by not bringing in food or drink or 
damaging the furniture," com­
mented Ralph. 
photo by YuU Mori 
Financial aid information made easy 
Jenny Isaac 
Special to the Chronicle 
"Welcome to the Financial Aid 
Touch Tone Information System." 
Have you come across this response 
on TRACS (880-7800)? Many 
students have availed themselves 
of the opportunity to find out ev­
erything from the status of their 
application to how they may apply 
for any type of financial aid. 
With more than 10,000 
unduplicated applicants and ap­
proximately 4600 students on fi­
nancial aid, the system was de­
signed to allow student access to 
the financial aid application pro­
cess without speaking to a staff 
member. Students still have the 
option to speak to an individual, 
but it is to their advantage to use 
the computerized system. 
With 64 lines available from 
7am to 7pm Monday through Fri­
day and 7am to 1pm on Saturday, 
a greater number of students have 
been able to access their file in 
shorter amounts of time. For in­
stance, more than 800 calls were 
received by the Financial Aid Of­
fice on Tuesday, Sq)tember 20lh 
of which 80% were handled by the 
automated telephone system. 
The Financial Aid Touch Tone 
InformationSystemhas two major 
components: 1. The status of a 
student's financial aid and/or loan 
application; 2. How to apply for 
grants, loans, scholarships, work 
study, transferring, loan counsel­
ing sessions and change of status. 
The first section explains the 
status of the student's financial aid 
and loan file. To be more specific, 
the system will letl student know 
if there are more documents that 
are needed tocompleie their file, if 
the file is under re view by a techni­
cian or advisor, if there is a hold on 
records, if an award has been 
printed, or how disbursements are 
processed. 
In the second section, the stu­
dent can navigate their way through 
a description of all programs of­
fered through the financial aid of­
fice and the procedures to follow 
in applying for each of the pro­
grams. Better yet, the student can 
order right from the phone an ap­
plication form which will be sent 
the next day. 
Another section allows thestu-
dent to leave messages for various 
reasons. This includes change of 
address, change in units, ordering 
financial transcripts, transferring 
financial aid files, etc. This sec­
tion is especially helpful because 
many times students do not have 
time to hold on the phone, or come 
to the front counter and fill out a 
form. Messages are checked daily 
so^that the student does not need to 
worry that their request's will be 
delayed for days. 
At first, the system may seem 
to be moving slowly as it does 
simultaneously service many indi­
viduals, so students need to be pa­
tient. Every so often too many 
students will call at the same time 
and ihesystem will respcmd with, 
"There has been a system error." 
The best advice to sudents is to call 
beck later (preferable after 11am 
each day.) The TRACS financial 
aid system is updated as soon as 
infonnation is updated in the of­
fice. 
For those who believe that an 
automated telephone system is ter­
ribly impersonable, you are abso­
lutely right. But think about this: 
during the sununer and early fall 
each year, you could not even reach 
the Financial Aid office because 
the telephone lines were always 
busy. Talkaboutfrustration! Now 
you have access to the financial aid 
process during hours beyond nor­
mal business hours. That is tre­
mendous progress. 
Students should be reminded 
that they must reapply each aca­
demic year for financi^ aid. They 
should also be thorough about fill­
ing out the applications and all 
requested forms. 
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Campus Events From October 5 - October 19,1994 
Wed hcmIov^O 
STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-
Entry Center, 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. 
WORKSHOP:Seve/i Habits of 
Successful People. Presented by 
Dr. Margaret Cooney, Professor, 
Advanced Studies. Career Devel­
opment Center, University Hall, 
Room 324.12 p.m. -1 p.m. Free to 
students and Alumni Assn. mem­
bers. 
WOMEN»S SOCCER: CSUSB 
vs. CSU Dominguez Hills. 2 p.m. 
FILIPINO CLUB. Regular 
meeting. University Hall, room 250. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. Regular meeting. University 
Hall, Room 42. 1:20 p.m. - 2:30 
p.m.. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB. Regular 
meeting. Sycamore Room, Lower 
Commons, 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
UNION. Regular meeting. 
Eucalyptus Room, Lower 
Commons, 6 p.m 
I hiirstl.i>, I )ctot>iT (t 
Refund Deadline 
Last Day to complete challenge ex­
ams. 
Last Day to add classes via TRACS. 
Last Day to change from Audit to 
Credit. 
VIDEO:"Job Search Prepara­
tion", "Successful Interview" and 
^^Negotiating the Job Offer." Ca­
reer Development Center, Univer­
sity hall. Room 324. 2 p.m. 3 p.m. 
Free to students and Alumni Assn. 
members. 
BROWN BAG SPEAKER 
SERIES :EvaQuintana of the OTga-
j nization Nine to Five: "Sexual Ha-
I rassment and the EEOC." Women's 
i Resouce & Adult Re-Entry Center, 
112 Noon. 
Write a letter to 
The Chronicle 
VOLLEYBALL: CSUSB vs. Cal 
Poly, Pomona. 7:30 p.m. 
VOLLEYBALL: CSUSB vs. UC 
San Diego. 7:30 p.m. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRA­
TERNITY. Regular, tneeling. Eu­
calyptus Room,, Lower Commons, 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
ALPHA PHI FRATERNITY. 
Regular meeting. Sycamore Room, 
Lower Commons, 7 p.m. 
ALPHA DELTAPISORORITY. 
Chapter meeting. Eucalyptus Room, 
Lower Commons, 7 p.m. 
SIGMA CHI. Chapter meeting. 
TC-47.4 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Monday, Ociobo 
CONCERT: DE LA SOUL. Stu­
dent Union Events Center, 8 p.m. 
Students $5, General Adm. $8 
CENTRAL AMERICAN CLUB. 
Regular meeting. Pine Room, 
Lower Commons, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
ADVENTURE GAMING 
GUILD. Regular meeting. Sy­
camore Room, Lower Commons, 6 
p.m. 
TuescltU, CK'tobei* 
VIDEO: "How to Get a Job After 
College" 
Career Develofanent Center, Uni­
versity hall, Room 324. Part 1,5:15 
p.m.-6 p.m.; Part II, 6:15 p.m.-7 
p.m. Free to students and Alumni 
Assn. members. 
FILM: "Speed." Student Union 
Events Center, 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
showings. Admission: $2 
CHRISTIAN FACULTY & 
STAFF. Weekly meeting. Pine 
Room, Lower Commons. 12 Noon 
- 2 p.m. 
FUTURE TEACHERS CLUB. 
Weekly meeting. Sycamore Room, 
Lower Commons, 6p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Last Day to Drop 
FILIPINO CLUB. Regular 
meeting. University Hall, room 250. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. Regular meeting. University 
Hall, Room 42, 1:20 p.m. - 2:30 
p.m.. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB. Regular 
meeting. Sycamore Room, Lower 
Commons, 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
UNION. Regular meeting. 
Eucalyptus Room, Lower 
Commons, 6 p.m. 
I 
Thursday, October . 
WORKSHOP: Interviewing 
Skills and Styles. Presented by Pam 
Ek, regional Personnel Manager, 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car. Career De­
velopment Center, University hall. 
Room 324. Free to students and 
Alumni Assn. members. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR 
CHRIST. Regular meeting. Euca­
lyptus Room, Lower Commons, 
6:15 p.m. 
HIP-HOP SHOW.Student Union 
Events Center, 8 p.m. -10 p.m. 
FridAv. Oiltiboi 14 
VOLLEYBALL: CSUSB vs. CSU 
Los Angeles. 7:30 p.m. 
Sundav, Oclohor Uv 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRA­
TERNITY. Regular meeting. Eu­
calyptus Room, Lower Commons, 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
ALPHA PHI FRATERNITY. 
Regular meeting. Sycamore Room, 
Lower Commons, 7 p.m. 
ALPHA DELTAPISORORITY. 
Chapter meeting. Eucalyptus Room, 
Lower Commons, 7 p.m. 
SIGMA CHI. Chapter meeting. 
TC-47,4 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
WORKSHOP:yo/» Search With 
Results. PreseniedbyPaulEsposilo, 
Jr. Coodinator.PlacementServices. 
Career Development Center, 
University Hall, Room 324.12p.m. 
- U 30 p.m. Free to students and 
Alumni Assn. members. 
CENTRAL AMERICAN CLUB. 
Regular meeting. Pine Room, 
Lower Commons, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
ADVENTURE GAMING 
GUILD. Regular meeting. 
Sycamore Room, LowerCommons, 
6 p.m. 
1 uesdav, Octohci IS 
WOMEN'S SOCCER:CSUSB 
vs.. Cal Poly, Pomona. 2 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN FACULTY & 
STAFF. Weekly meeting. Pine 
Room, Lower Commons, 12 Noon 
- 2 p.m. 
FUTURE TEACHERS CLUB. 
Weekly meeting. Sycamore Room, 
Lower Commons, ^.m. - 8 p.m. 
Great  
EKpectations 
M u s i c  R e u i e u i s  
Jonathan Lyons 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
WedMe-»Jd\,i)ctohoi i 
CULTURE FEST. Student Union 
Courtyard, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
FILIPINO CLUB. Regular 
meeting. University Hall, room 250. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. Regular meeting. University 
Hall, Room 42, 1:20 p.m. - 2:30 
p.m.. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB. Regular 
meeting. Sycamore Room, Lower 
Commons, 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
GAY, LESBUN & BISEXUAL 
UNION. Regular meeting. 
Eucalyptus Room, Lower 
Commons, 6 p.m. 
Produced ty Anthony Bruce Gilpin 
for the Student Ihion Graphic Cesigri Service 
'Inaginaticn, Ink." 
To place your campus event in the Calendar, bring the information to the 
editorial office. The Chronicle, University Hall, Room 201.09 
Luscious Jackson—VafuraZ/ng/v-
dients 
The first thing anyone hears 
about New York's Luscious Jack­
son is either one of two things.thai 
they happen to be four females or 
that they happen to reside squarely 
in the label owned by the Bea.siie 
Boys, Grand Royal. So what. What 
separates Luscious Jackson from 
the rest of the altemati-rap pack is 
not who they know, but what they 
know. Natural Ingredients is choke 
full of references to atime long past 
in radio. Luscious Jackson's sound 
echoes back to the day where disco, 
funk, rock, and pop all dcxninated 
the radio waves of America. Their 
sound is a literal melange of 70's 
kitsch and grooves. The album's 
fmii two tracks are perfectexamples. 
"City Song" is a street wise, beat 
happy r^ tune dealing with a typi­
cal summer day on the streets of 
Brooklyn. The mix between singer 
Jill Cuniffs angelic voice and 
Gabby Glaser's baritone rap style 
paints a contrasting view of life on 
the New York pavement. "Deep 
Shag" is the exact opposite. It's a 
slow tempo funk number high­
lighted by only the thumping bass 
line and the kick drum that drives 
the song. The real secret behind 
Luscious Jackson is the interplay of 
the vocals between Cuniff and 
Gl^er, especially on the arguably 
best track on the album, "Here," 
which sounds as if it was lifted from 
the disco in Saturday Night Fever. 
Cuniff warns the listener that "here 
I come, you can't slop me now." 
While Glaser booms in, "Get on die 
floor, let's dance some more." With 
NaturalIngredients,L\isciou$Idck-
soneffortlessly blend 70's style with 
90's substance that makes for a fun 
and intoxicating bit of perfection. 
Magnapop—ffo/ Boxing 
Hailing from Atlanta, Georgia, 
Magnapop has created the kind of 
industry buzz most bands dream of. 
After turn ing down h uge offers from 
major label record companies, they 
signed with tiny Priority Records, 
most notably the former label of Ice 
Cube. Then the band turned heads 
by acquiring the services of uber-
indie rock god Bob Mould, for­
merly of Husker Du and presently 
Sugar. All this name dropping can 
either hurt or help a band depend­
ing on the type of album they re­
lease. Magnapop far from disap­
points. After just one listen to the 
first track, "Slowly, Slowly," it is 
easy to understand why such ex­
citement was generated about this 
band. The rest of this album hits 
with the intensity expected of most 
veteran arena rock acts, not one just 
into its recording career. "Lay It 
See Music page 16 
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CHRONICLR Commentary 
Heckler's 
heck«ler (haosder) n Cne vdio badgers 
with questions, ccamaits or gibes. 
Syn. see BAIT. 
Bv Jeremy Heckler 
Welcome back to the happy hunting 
grounds known as Cal State University, 
San Bernardino. The only place where the 
sprinklers come on in the middle of a 
rainstorm. 
Yes folks, the sprinklers have struck 
again. Every evening at five o'clock, the 
rains come. While it might be nice in the 
middle of a heatwave, it does not serve 
well in cold weather. Hey, maybe like 
most people who have their sprinklers on 
a timer, they could set it for early in the 
morning When nobody is here, say 5am. 
As far as spraying, even when it's raining 
outside maybe we could try for a more 
manual system. 
The other thing that came by for a 
return engagement for the Fall Quarter is 
TRACS. TRACS, which not only pro­
vides you the most famous quote on cam­
pus, "Please hold on," but now will even 
cut you off at random. I actually thought 
that I was going to have my best experi­
ence ever with the system, thenithungup 
on me, not just once, but twice. It may 
because of my winning personality, but I 
doubt it as it has happened to others. Con­
sidering how its always a pain in the rear 
end to get through during registration, it 
seems as though it's the ultimate cruel joke 
for the battle weary who get through. 
The other new and exciting adventure 
for Fall Quarter is the traffic jam. I under­
stand how this became a usual thing for 
people leaving campus in the evenings in 
the mass exodous that is a typical traffic 
jam. Now it seems that the u^fic jam has 
moved to 8 o'clock in the morning. My 
main question is, why! There are now two 
additional traffic lights between the 215 
freeway and the university which should 
herd small groups to the university, in­
stead it creates a large traffic jam starting 
at the off-ramp. 
Fw me, the best new addition on cam­
pus is the new Wylie's Pub in the Student 
Union. I like how it provides fun and 
games to students who have blown their 
Iwains out in class. The air hockey table is 
my favorite. As far as food and drink go, 
it's the same old stuff unfortunately, and 
must be suffered through. The only bad 
thing about the new coffeeshop is the juke­
box, which blares too loud for me. Hey, 
maybe they could tone the jukebox down 
a little bit and maybe bring in the large 
screen television for a big Monday Night 
Football Party. One can always hope. 
Just because Fall is anew quarter doesn't 
mean I've forgotten the paricing minefield 
known as Parking Lot F. It was brought to 
my attention recently that the one unim-
p^oved parking lot has "Natural Bom Tire 
Killers." Natural Bom Tire Killers are the 
See Heckler, Page 17 
Haitian controversy blows 
up in Bill Clinton's face 
Brian Lees 
Chronicle distribution manager 
Our "elected" king. Bill Clinton, has 
decided to send some of America's finest 
sons and daughters into a small, defenseless 
country again to clean up someone else's 
mess. His causes seem noble to the casual 
observer (we've been told it is for human 
rights purposes and the development of 
democracy), but most people loiow that the 
reasons given for military excursions 
usually are not the tme objectives. 
This was the case during the Persian 
Gulf War, with many of the same excuses 
given. The result was a fattened billfold for 
American oil company executives and a 
pseudo "democracy" in Kuwait. 
Never mind that Bill Clinton never 
served his counu^ in the military and did 
everything he could to avoid the draft 
(including unpatriotic acts in another 
country). While it would be all too easy to 
blast him for his hypocrisy, it is better to 
focus on what the motivation is for such a 
bizarre "executive order." 
First of all, it is obvious that Clinton 
has followed his predecessors by trying to 
"flex America's mighty muscles" to 
improve slumping approval ratings. 
George Bush did the same on his watch, 
bringing his approval rating up from the 
low 20s before the Persian Gulf War to a 
whopping 82% on Kuwait's "Liberation 
Day," according to a OlNAVashington 
Post poll published nationally in February 
1991. 
Not suiprisingly, few people bothered 
to mention the 100,000 or more innocent 
Iraqi civilians who were massacred by the 
"collateral damage." Nevertheless, Bush's 
approval rating eventOally took a plunge 
and he lost in his bid for re-election. 
But this hasn't stopped Bill Clinton, 
who had dismal approval ratings before the 
decision to invade, but saw them skyrocket 
overnight by 15-20% (again, according to 
CNNAVashington Post) after his firm 
stance on the issue. Unfortunately, he too 
like his predecessor, is doomed to failure. 
Secondly, Clinton (among other 
presidents) has never been able to satisfac­
torily explain why Haiti is a member of the 
invasion-of-the-month club, and Bosnia, 
North Korea, Rwanda, or others are not. 
"Democracy" is virtually nonexistent in 
these countries as well, and North Korea 
poses a bigger, more immediate threat to 
the citizens of the United Slates. Further­
more, the human rights violations in China 
are far worse than in any other country 
right now, and yet Clinton (and Secretary 
of Commerce Ron Brown) hypocritically 
gave China "Most Favored Nation" trading 
status in the tradition of "Greedy Corporate 
America." 
Thirdly, the "immigration equation" is 
a bogus argument. Invasions of other 
countries do not halt illegal immigration; in 
fact, such acts precipitate it Whethea" it 
be the boat people from Vietnam, Laos, 
and Cambo^a following the conclusion of 
the Vietnam War, or the Kuwaiti and Iraqi 
immigrants from the Persian Gulf War, 
inunigratirxi has increased from affected 
countries (hiring our "benevolent interces­
sions" for the simple reason that war and 
unrest (or even occupation) in other 
countries displace the indigenous peoples 
from their homes and livelilMxxls and 
forces them to go somewhere. 
Why not an extended vacation in America? 
It seems to follow that illegal immigra­
tion will increase after the invasitm of 
Haiti. Furthermore, inunigration probtems 
cannot be appropriately and responsibly 
handled this way — imagine "invading" 
Mexico for the same reason, especially 
after signing NAFTA, and waiciiing tte 
reaction of the greedy corporate American 
CEOs. Forcing "democracy" on another 
country will not solve the i^oblem. The 
people come because they are poor and 
oppressed, and an American-enfcxced 
(temocracy leaves them just as pocu' and 
oppressed, with only a giimmo- of bopo in 
the distant future. 
Finally, after American troops are 
inevitably withdrawn, what will happen to 
Haiti? James Madison once said, "The 
people get the government they deserve." 
If the Haitians can't fight fcM* a doncxracy 
now, how will they be able to maintain it 
when "big brother" is gcme? They ar^'t 
willing to fight for their own cause; they 
need the "911 of the world" to do it fcu-
them. This makes the whole missicm a 
waste of valuable time, money, resources, 
and (possibly) lives. All of this so a 
wimpy, wishy-washy president can show 
how "macho" he is while the world is 
watching. 
See Haiti, Page 17 
Off the Editor's 
Desk 
By Michelle Vandraiss 
You would think that a campus health 
(renter would provide emergency medical 
services during the normal operation hours 
of the day. This is not the case for an 
incident which occurred on Friday, 
September 30,1994. 
What am I referring to, you may ask as 
a reader of this infamous paper. Well, on 
the day mentioned, as I was walking to 
class, I came to a situation that brought an 
entire class together to work towards 
helping a fellow classmate. Immediate 
medical attention was required, yet, the 
campus health center would not come to 
the aide of this ailing student. In a class 
held in the trailer classroom, you would 
think that the first person to attend to a 
medical situation would be the medical 
center. Instead of this being the case, those 
requesting help from them were told that it 
was more important to not be running to 
and from the classroom than to come over 
and assist the student in need, and as that 
the health center could not help until they 
were called up by campus police. 
Due to this lack of responsiveness, this 
student had to wait until campus police 
arrived on the scene and then called the 
paramedics to attend to a situation that 
could have already been taken care of. 
Following the incident, the professor 
of this particular class went back to the 
health center to discuss this with the doctor 
in the office. During the course of this 
conversation, it was discovered that it was 
the health center's responsibility to attend 
to situations such as these. 
Well, from this incident, we've learned 
that action needs to be taken to ensure the 
safety of other students of this campus. As 
part of our fees, we pay for health center 
operations. This gives us the right as 
students to demand services rendered when 
^ere is a need. ' ^ 
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Enter to win your Fail 
yeah Jreell Textbooks Jree 
3 Cucky Winners!! OCSO^Bookstore 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO 
Now Playing in Selected Cities. Starts Friday, 
October 7th at Theatres Everywhere. 
Karnoff Collection 
arrives at CSUSB 
Vincent Hudson 
Chronicle staff writer 
A new art exhibit will be opening at Cal Stale San 
Bernardino next month. The Karnoff Collection: 
Etruscan and South Italian Vases opens on October 
13th. 
The collection contains 26 different vases, which 
date from the ninth to the third century B.C. The 
vases were made in the Greek colonies in southern 
Italy and in Etruria, located in central and northern 
Italy. 
Previously exhibited at the M.H. de Young 
Memorial Museum in San Francisco, The Karnoff 
Collection is now apermanen t part of the University' s 
art collection. 
The Collection was donated by Ellen and John 
Karnoff of the Los Angeles area. Cal State also 
received assistance from noted southern California 
art scholar and restorer, John Rilling, who helped 
secure the collection for Cal State. 
There is an opening reception for the exhibit on 
Thursday, October 13th, from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. in 
the University Art Gallery. The Gallery hours are 
Noon to 4:00p.m. Monday through Sunday. The 
exhibit shows through November 23rd. 
Of the collection's 26 pieces, the largest is a 42 
inch Apulian volute krater, a fcwm used to hold or 
mix liquids, such as water or wine. The collection's 
oldest pieces are three Villanovan impasto vases, 
which date from the late ninth to eighth century B.C. 
hogii )yogi 
Hours: M-Th lOam-lOpm 
Fri A Sat lOam-midnight Sun noon-Spm 
4594 University Parkway. Suite A 
Son BemardlTK). Co 92407 
(909) 887-7812 • Fax: (909) 887-7814 
College of Law 
Dedicatee! to Providing Quality Legal Education 
Law/JD Program Information 
Seminar and Sample Law Class 
RIVERSIDE 
Wednesday, October 12, 1994, 6 p.m' 
ULV Professional Center, 1189 Iowa Ave 
Riverside, CA 92507 
S P A C E  I S  L I M I T E D  
For Reservations Call: C909| 596-1 848 
APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED 
FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE 
I La* Progrim acciedild by ihe California Commiiiee of Bar Examiners and ihe Western Associaiion of Schools and Cdlqes 
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Profile: 
Frank Rincon VP for Student Services 
Daisy DIzon 
Chronicle Staff Writer 
In the midst of rising education fees and student 
concerns about employment after graduation, Frank 
Rincon, the new vice-president for student services at 
CSUSB, still anticipates a bright future for Cal State. 
"Cal Slate San Bernardino has wonderfulpotential 
for development. It is asetting with somuch promise," 
Rincon says. 
With a plan for an extra-mural fund to aid students 
and a new leadership program in the works, Rincon 
says be is optimistic atwut his role in helping students 
to achieve their goals. 
After serving in the Air Force for four years, 
(having been stationed in Japan for three and a half 
years), Rincon received his B.A. in secondary 
education, his M. Ed. in counseling, and his Ph.d in 
higher education at the University of Arizona. 
A few of his professional experiences include: 
Director of Student Life at Cal State LA; Dean of 
Students at Fairleigh Dickinson University in New 
Jersey, and at Sam Houston University in Texas; and 
most recently, Vice-Chancellor of Student Services 
at UC Davis, where he accepted his present position. 
Having worked in different regions of the United 
States, Rincon appreciates the diversity of each 
campus. He looks forward to drawing frcmi both 
professional and rich personal experiences to benefit 
CSUSB. Rincon says that he is particularly sensitive 
to the anxieties and concerns of parents having to 
support children in college. With his wife, Diane 
Rincon, he is raising two of his own: Raul age 14, and 
Sarah, age 18; a sophomore in college. 
He is also aware that higher education fees are a 
major problem facing students today. Seeking to 
implement an extra-mural fund, he is joining in a 
collaborative effort to earnestly request financial 
support from corporations, granting agencies, alumni, 
and foundations. Their contributions toward 
scholarships and building facilities are much needed 
at this lime of development. 
"We are reaching out and letting them know that 
our students need help. Students are having to reach 
deeper into their pockets to make ends meeU would 
love to provide more for them, but funding and 
resources are limited." 
Rincon says that higher education is critical. "The 
future of the State is in the hands of our students. We 
need them to be successful." 
With student success in mind, he says he is developing 
anew, innovative program at CSUSB that will enable 
students to develop leadership skills and gain career 
opportunities. Involving a series of free workshops 
hosted by accomplished alumni speakers, Rincon 
hopes to implement this special projectby fall quarter, 
The Blues 
Retail Shop 
Vintage Clothing 
501 Levis 
Leather Jackets 
Flight Jackets 
Levi Jackets 
At,T,W. F. Sot. Noon -6pm 
Thur 5 - 9pm 
«16 N. 6th Street 
Rediands, OA. 92346 
Kevin or Jo 909-798-8055 
1995. 
Rincon says that some of the greatest rewards of his 
position are "seeing that you're doing something 
worthwhile by contributing to students' success in 
college...and watching students from diverse 
backgrounds grow and reach their potential. I also like 
working with dedicated people who enjoy what they 
do." 
With CSUSB still developing, Rincon predicts new 
l»x)grams and more income. Rincon says he encourages 
students to "take advantage of their opportuniies; take 
advantage of higher education, and inspire the younger 
generation to take advantage of school." 
CCciSSy CCosCt & Consignment 
(adks childrtn's men's 
2nd time around fashions 
fiigfi quaUty cCothing at tozv, (ozv prices 
2S9 "E. 40tfiSt, QQO 1 Qt^rZ 
San •Bernardino oOZ-10Dt> 
FREE 
DEAL 
On Checking 
And Visa® 
Right now, Wells Fargo is working with Plant-It 2000, 
o non-profit foundation, to plant more than 25,000 
trees in our California forests. For every new student 
checking account that's opened before October 31 st, 
we'll plant a tree. 
Open The Checking Account 
That-Plants A Tree ... And 
Gives You Summers FREE. 
Check out Wells Fargo's Student 
ATM Checking™ account: 
• No monthly fees every June, July 
and August while you're in college. 
• Unlimit^ access to over 1,800 Wells Forgo 
Express™ ATMs, many right on campus. 
• Free WellsExtra Savings account. 
• Unlimited checkwriting with no per-check charges. 
Get A Student Visa® For Extra 
Cash At College. 
• First year membership fee FREE, v/hen you link 
your Visa to your Wells Fargo checking occount for 
Overdraft Protection. 
• Instant cash at over 100,000 PLUS® and 
STAR SYSTEM® ATMs. 
• Start building o credit history for the future. 
TREE 
DEAL 
For The 
Environment 
Tree T-Shirt 
With Checking And Visa! 
Sign up today! Stop by the 
Wells Fargo branch listed below^ 
or call 1-800-338-3038 cxt 158. 
All nomwl fee» opply- T-jtiirtj ovoilobie while Kippliei lost. Proof of enrollment at>d 
other qualifying criteria required for Student Visa application. 
San Bernardino M.aln Office 
334 W. 3rd Street 
(909)384-4805 
WELLS FARGO BANK 
lutEMBER POICOWFB.1994 
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There's still 
time to get  ^
money for this 
semester from 
Citibank. 
Whether you Ve an undergraduate 
or graduate student, Citibank has a 
student loan to meet your needs. 
If youVe short on funds this semester, you're 
not alone. During the 30 years we've been 
in the student loan business, students have 
often told us that they need extra money 
during the course of the semester to pay for 
tuition, books, and other expenses. If this 
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank, 
the nation's Number One student loan 
lender^to provide you with the best financial 
aid products and services with these 
important benefits: 
• No payments while you are in school 
• Low interest rates 
• Loans for students of all incomes 
• Monthly payments as low as $50 
• No penalty for early repayment 
• You don't have to be a current Citibank 
customer to qualify! 
The faster you respond, the faster we can 
get you the funds you need. Or call us at 
1-800-692-8200, ext 614. Call today, 
and we'll get an application out to you the 
next business day! 
CaU 1-800-692-8200 ext. 614 
Yes! I need a student loan now! Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans: 
• All Federal Stafford Loans 
(for undergraduate and graduate students) 
• Federal PLUS Loan 
(for parents of dependent students only) 
• Citibank Graduate Loans 
Field of interest 
NAME. 
CITY_ .ZIP .TB^PHONE. 
SOOALSECUWrY. .YOU ARE CURRENTLY; • AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT O A GRADUATE STUDENT YEAR Of GRADUATION 
613 8/94 
Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS) 
P.O. Box 22948 
Rochester, NY 14692-7085 CmBAN<Gf 
NSO welcomes 
freshmen to college life 
Lori Wyman 
Chronicle Staff Writer 
New Student Orientation (NSO) 
gave freshmen Ben Trobaugh a 
chance to meet other freshmen. The 
tours showed Debra Boston where 
all of her classes were and NSO 
helped to ease Melissa Reynolds' 
nerves towards the first day of 
school. 
According to Christine Roque, 
NSO is a program that facilitates 
the transition from high school to 
college. 
There were two orientation 
programs this summer on August 
22-23 andSeptember9-10. Students 
stayed in the dorms and ate in the 
commons. 
Each orientation weekend kept 
both the leaders and freshmen busy 
with'icebreakers, and workshops 
on how to get involved, AIDS, date 
rape, alcohol awareness and jobs 
on campus. There were tours of the 
school, a dean's luncheon, where 
students got to meet with the faculty 
of their major, and nightly 
entertainment that included a lip 
sync and dance. 
Art Zavala's favorite part of 
orientation was the lip sync t^ause 
"with everyone acting so silly and 
funny, it brought the group closer 
together." 
Chonda Gonzales is glad she 
went to orientation because "when 
I'm in class, I know people that I 
met in NSO." 
The36orientation leaders spent 
six months preparing for the two 
orientation weekends. The qualities 
that a leader has to possess are 
responsibility, commitment, pride 
in Cal Stale, and open -mindedness. 
Applications to be an orientation 
leader for the '95-'96 school year 
can be picked up in the student life 
office during winter quarter. 
r 
i 1 
Half-price poof 
with valid sfudenf .ID 
(one discounf per person, per nighf) 
Monday NigM 
football Special 
fRee Hoi Dog Buffet 
Hours: 
Sat 9am-2am Sun 9am-9pm 
Man 11 am-midniqbf 
lues L ^ e6 11 am-9pm 
Jbur Sx, fri 11 am-2am 
889-5535 
PPO West Court St 
San Bernardino, CA 
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Immigrants impact Caiifornia 
Pauline Jaramillo 
Special to the Chronicle 
Most immigrants come to the 
United S tates due to economic and/ 
or political chaos in their homeland. 
They come to work, not to go on 
social service and welfare programs 
as many Americans have been lead 
to believe by ill-founded studies 
and political rhetoric. 
ftoposition 187 is the ballot 
initiative which seeks to deny 
undocumented immigrants health, 
education, and public services. Its 
proponents allege that Califomians 
are suffering economic distress due 
to the presence of undocumented 
immigrants. Studies, such as the 
one conducted by the Los Angeles 
County Internal Services Division 
(1992), which claims that recent 
legal and illegal Immigrants used 
S808 million more in public services 
than they contributed through 
taxation, - at first appear to 
substantiate the allegation. Upon 
further examination, however, the 
study itself provides the reason for 
this discrepancy by noting that that 
only 3.2% of the taxes paid by this 
population went to the county, who 
is responsible for providing most of 
the services, while the Federal and 
State governments acquired the 
remainder. (Urban Institut, 
"Immigration and Immigrants," 
1994.) 
Rebecca and Jeffrey Passel of 
the Urban Institute, studied 
immigrants in Los Angeles county. 
They found "recent immigrants paid 
more property taxes, more FICSA, 
more unemployment insurance and 
more feder^ and state income taxes 
than the LA County study reported." 
They also found that the LA County 
study overestimated social and 
health service costs attributed to 
immigrants. Numerous other 
studies have been conducted with 
similar conclusions. (Julian Simon, 
The Wall Street Journal, 8/4/93) 
Although deductions are 
withheld from the pay checks of 
undocumented immigrants, they are 
not entitled to recieve 
unemployment, social security or 
disability benefits. With the 
exception of emergency medical 
care and Women, Infants, and 
Children (WIC) nutrition program 
benefits, they are ineligible for 
public assistance. 
Meanwhile, immigrants (legal 
and illegal) contribute to the 
economy by providing low cost 
labor which keeps prices down, also 
as taxpayers, consumers, investors 
and as entrepreneurs. A1991 report 
prepared for the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York found self-
employment rates among 
immigrants to be significantly 
higher than for the native bom. A 
report prepared by the Latino Issues 
Forum (1^3), slates the same thing. 
"While American business 
concentrated on developing 
accounting methods of prodding 
wealth, like mergersandjunkbonds, 
immigrants started half of the new 
businesses that are producing 
wealth." 
The Urban Institute found no 
strong evidence that immigrants 
lowered overall job availability or 
wages. The population, which 
appears to be most affected, are 
other immigrants who immediately 
preceded them. Michael Fix and 
Jeffery Passel, senio analysts at the 
Urban Institute, estimate the number 
of illegal immigrants whoenter and 
stay to be between 200,000 to 
300,000annually. These figures are 
considerably lower than the 
estimates which are currently being 
used to determine "cost" of 
undocumented immigrants. The 
inflated number is derived from the 
Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS) annual ^prehension 
figures (1.5 million ) along the 
Mexico-U.S. Border. Almost all of 
those who were apprehended were 
temporary labor migrants who were 
caught more than once. Many of 
them didn't intend to stay in the 
United States for more than a day or 
two. inflated statistics also tend to 
ignore the number of illegal 
immigrants who return to Mexico 
on their own as well as those who 
die while in the United States. 
Rather than looking at 
immigration realistically, 
politicians would have the public 
believe that immigrants are 
responsible for everything that 
troubles the nation, from 
exploitation of Justice, to the slow 
erosion of America. Newsweek (8/ 
9/93) attributes the following 
statement to none other than Bill 
4C 
I 
I 
I 1689 Kendall Dr. #H 
^(Corner of University Hcwy) 
COPIES 
White 81/2 X11 
Self-Service 
(909)880-0290 
Fax (909)880-0292 
Clinton, "we must not-we will not-
suirender our borders to those who 
wish to exploit our history of 
compassion and justice." Pat 
Buchanan, former Presidential 
contender, believes that more 
immigrants mean more social 
friction and the "slow erosion of the 
English-speaking hybrid European 
culture we call American." It's a sad 
stEUe of affairs when anadon blames 
and mocks rather than honors a 
sector of society who has upheld 
that country's economy during tough 
times both historically and 
currently. 
see Immigration pg. 18 
Support Qroup for O^emaCe 
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Got a political issue, voice it in 
the Chronicle. 
How ID 
interview 
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Fortune 500 
widiout even 
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OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET!" 
It's simple; You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we 
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including 
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking lor. Your Career/NET 
enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step 
instructions—is $99.95? To be in the next nationwide distribution to 
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539. 
INET 
'Plus S4.95 for shipping and handling. 
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UNFORTUNATEIi; TfflS IS WHERE 
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING 
roc MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS. 
I £ 
E\ iM \' year, a lot ol people make a huge mistake on their laxes.They 
don't take advantage ot tax deferral and 
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they 
could be saving for retirement. 
ForiunateK'. that's a mistake you can 
easilv av oid with TIAA^CRKF SRAs. 
SkAs not only easeyour current tax-
bite, thev olVer a remarkably easy way 
to build iciiivment income—especially 
for the "extras" that your regular pension 
and Social Security benefits may not 
cover, liecause vour contributions are 
made in belore-tax dollars, you pay less 
taxes* now. And since all earnings on 
vour SRA are tax-deferred as well, the 
money you don't send to W''ashington 
works even harder lor you. Down the 
road, that can make a dramatic difference 
in your quality of life. 
What else makes SRAs so special? 
A range of allocation choices—from the 
guaranteed security of TIAA to the 
diversified investment accounts of 
CREF's variable annuity—all backed 
bv the nation's number one retirement 
system. 
Why write ofTthe chance for a more 
rewarding retirement? Call today and 
learn more about how TIAA'CREF 
SRAs can help you enjoy many 
happy returns. 
if 
tin 
I 
Berufit now from tax deferroL CmU amr SRA hattine 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016. 
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C A L  S T A T E  STUDENTS 
FACULTY & EMPLOYEES 
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$298 TOTAL MOVE-IN* 
1,11 l\ II Af}l>itNiTS 
1535 E. Date St. • San Bernardino, Caiitornia 
(909) 881-3727 
1 Bedroom'l Bath • 2 Bedroom/1 Bath « 2 Bedroom'2 Bath 
• Quiet gated commodity 
• Sparkling pool and spa 
• Gas barbecue 
e Air conditioning 
• Refrigerators 
O Di&hwasKers (select units) 
a FREE basic cable TV 
O Near schools and stx^ping 
O Easy freeway access 
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From a freshman's 
viewpoint 
Sheryt Mathis 
Chronicle Staff Writer 
Anxious Freshmen appear on 
the scene as the new Fall Quarter 
starts. The time is ticking and feet 
are saambing to get to class by 
8:AM, but the building cannot be 
found. This occurrence is not 
unusual for any Freshman at 
CSUSB. 
A typical day for Heather 
Deeter, an entering Freshman is: 
Class on Monday morning at Sam 
to 9am. Heather begins work (on 
campus) at 12pm to 5pm. Then 
Heather grabs a bit to eat at the 
Commons before class starts at 6inn. 
After Heather's meal is over she 
goes back to class from ^m to 
8pm. The long day has now ended 
for Heather; she walks back to the 
dorms and begins studying for the 
next day all over again. 
Heather Deeter discussed her 
goals and feelings about living on 
campus. She is currently woiking 
on her Communications degree in 
Journalism, which will help to 
prepare her for the newspaper 
business, or even television. 
Heather has lived on campus for 
two weeks and as she was talking to 
me there seemed to be relaxion in 
her voice, she did not act like die 
typical stressed out freshman. 
Heather concluded the interview 
with "It's nice here and I like it!" 
Have you ever 
been itching to 
write and have 
your work 
published. Write 
for the Chronicle 
and you'll leam 
the high stakes 
world of 
newspaper 
production. 
The Chronicle 
meets on Monday's 
at 4pm in UH 37 
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Rave 
Reviews for 
Quiz Show 
Anthony Bruce Gilpin 
Special to the Chronicle 
Director Robert Redford'snew 
film, "Quiz Show," is the most 
authentic evocation of 1950s sights, 
sounds and sensibilities this critic 
has ever seen. Redford skillfully 
guides a remarkable ensemble of 
actors through a taut and (mostly) 
historically accurate re-enactment 
of the quiz show scandal. The story 
is true, and the names have notbeen 
changed. 
Herbert Stempel (John 
Turturrp,) an ordinary guy from 
Queens, becomes a neighborhood 
hero and a national TV star as the 
champion of "Twenty One." But 
Stempel's coarse, working-class 
manner has started to wear on the 
public, threatening the show's 
ratings. 
The show's producers, Dan 
Enright (David Paymer) and Albert 
Freedman(Hank Azaria), persuade 
championship to Charles Van 
Doren(Ralph Fiennes). Handsome 
and personable. Van Doren is a 
producer's dream. Within weeks, 
he becomes America's Golden Boy, 
gracing the cover of Time Magazine 
and becoming a co-host of The 
Today Show. The only television 
viewer whodoesn't love Van Doren 
is Herbie Stempel. Broke and 
forgotten, Stempel seethes in a 
jealous rage. 
When S tempel's first attempt at 
whistle-blowing is squashed by 
NBC, Congressional lawyer 
Richard Goodwin takes interest in 
the case. Goodwin (Rob Morrow) 
smells a scandal, and in those 
McCarthy-HUAC days, the only 
TV program America loved more 
than a quiz show was a 
Congressional investigation. 
Hunting dowj^ the facts, 
Goodwin confronts a wall of 
silence. The only willing witness is 
Stempel, whom NBC has 
successfully painted as a aackpol. 
As he gets closer, Goodwin m^es 
a hunter's fatal mistake: he 
befriends his prey, Charles Van 
Doren. 
Quiz pg. 15 
Skepticism consumes critics 
Melissa Pinion 
Chronicle staff writer 
Jesus Christ is back...clad in 
denim jeans and cowboy boots. 
"The Judas Project," directed 
by James H. Barden, has recently 
been resurrected on the west coast 
and has become, once again, a 
spectacle of both critic and viewer 
skepticism. According to an usher 
at the Del Rosa 8 Theatre, people 
were asking for refunds. 
What the movie basically 
consists of is a "what if depiction 
in the nineties had Jesus walked the 
earth now. The main character, 
Jesse, goes around performing such 
miracles as recovering sight to the 
blind, and bringing a dead man back 
to life who had drowned. 
"The Judas Project" also takes 
us step-by-step through the life of 
Jesus (though his fu-st name is never 
mentioned in the film). A lot of 
time is focused on Jesse and his 
disciples. However, a lot of time is 
also spent focusing on aman named 
Jackson. He spends the greater part 
of the film doubting the real identity 
of Jesse. He, as you may have 
guessed, is su^iosed to be Judas as 
in the New Testament. However, 
in this story, the man does not end 
up hanging from a noose. In fact, 
his fate is never really explained. 
And this is where the movie 
goes wrong. 
Aside from the aesthetics, the 
use of bad quality film, an obviously 
lower than average budget, and a 
cast of unknown actors, not that it 
really matters in the case of a plot 
such as this one, there is a struggle 
here between biblical accuracy and 
artistic impression. During this 
struggle, like in the wimessing of 
any other dispute, the viewer may 
become either frustrated, angered, 
or. indifferent (probably not the 
result the director expected). 
Here we see Jesse and his 
disciples trek to the top of a 
mountain so that the Son of God 
can show the disciples his true 
identity, and in this scene, the viewer 
is actually shown the trinity amongst 
the blinding light and puffy, black 
clouds. 
The latter part of the movie 
shows the betrayal by the character, 
Jackson, whois granted thirtypieces 
of silver for turning Jesse over to 
the government so that they may 
use his power for evil purposes. 
The film even shows ^e sharp 
metal spikes being driven into the 
hands of the crucified Jesse. 
And then, Jesse appears only to 
one of his disciples, Peter, three 
days later. 
With this, the director has failed 
in both aspects. On the point of 
accuracy...close, but no cigar. On 
the point artistic impression, acloser 
look at life in the nineties (drugs, 
gangs, alternate sexual 
preferences,shall I go on?) would 
have probably been more appealing. 
The director, realistically speaking, 
reaches for a certain group of people. 
Having only a select audience as 
the key buyer of a movie is risky 
enough, but toying with that 
audience at the same time is motion 
picture suicide. 
Computer Fair 
cy 
C .K 
OCTOBER 11,1994 in front 
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. of the 
ookstore 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO 
Free Soda & Chips 
Enter the drawing 
to win a free 
Performa4 75 
^Macintosh 
Peiforma 475 
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Film Review 
Strike-Out for "The Scout" in theaters 
Brian Lees 
Chronicle Distribution Manager 
"The Scout" is fMobably one of 
the most perplexing movies ever 
made. It has no direction, no real 
purpose ormessage, and absolutely 
no idea of where it wants to go. 
Considering the talent that is 
involved with this grossly 
misguided production, theoutcome 
should have been much better. 
Albert Brooks plays A1 Percolo, 
a washed up major league scout 
who has a tendency to recruit players 
who flake out right before their 
scheduled major league debuts. As 
a result, Percolo is punished by 
being sent to Mexico to watch 
baseball games played in rag-tag 
goat pastures. 
While in Mexico, Percolo 
comea across "the greatest player 
he has ever seen," Steve Nebraska 
(played buffoonishly by Brendan 
Fraser). Nebraska can throw a 109 
mile per hour fastball, hits a home 
run every time at bat, and is 
worshipped like a god in his small 
home village. 
Percolo is able to convince 
Nebraska that he could pitch ft^ the 
Yankees (Percolo's employer). 
Unfortunately, Percolohasjustbeen 
fired. Nevertheless, Percolo 
arranges for a try out at Yankee 
Stadium, where Nebraska impresses 
the Yankees so much that he is 
underneath the surface. 
This is where "The Scout" falls 
apart. Trying to find some sort of 
cause to latch onto or moral to create, 
the second half of the movie lapses 
into a bogus psychiatric treatment 
signed to a $55 million contract j ust 
to pitch one game in the World 
Series. Everything appears to be 
just fine on the surface, but a 
hurricane of problems lurks 
of Nebraska's bizarre behavior 
explained through a troubled 
childhood in which he was abused 
by his father. At this point, it is 
confusing as to when to laugh and 
when to feel sorry for Nebraska. 
From here, "The Scout" 
continues to unravel and dissolve 
fromapromising light comedy into 
a tragic, contrived exercise in 
pointlessness. The ending, in which 
Nebraska flies down from the roof 
of Yankee Stadium in a helicopter 
to pitch the first game of the World 
Series, couldn't possibly gel worse, 
right? Wrong. Nebraska pitches a 
perfect game on 81 pitches (all 
strikes—that's 27 strikeouts) and hits 
the game-winning home run (never 
mind that pitchers don't bat in an 
American League ballpark during 
the World Series). Please! 
Albert Brooks has certainly 
been funnier in movies such as 
"Defending Your Life," "Lost in 
America," and "Broadcast News." 
Brendan Fraser has always been 
simply awful at constantly trying to 
imitate Johnny Depp. AndDianne 
Wiest, who plays the psychiatrist 
Dr. H. Aaron that Nebraska must 
see before the Yankees approve his 
contract, is buly too good of an 
acu^ss to appear such a sorry movie 
as this; nevertheless she still plays 
her part well with as much grace 
and class as can be expected fco' this 
turkey. 
Breaking in year 
with new style 
Kathy Carey 
Chronicle Staff Writer 
Breaking away from the dramas 
of last year, the theatre department's 
repitoire for the year include a 
collection of comedies and 
mysteries with their theme for the 
year. Classical Lite. 
Players of the Pear Garden 
(PPG) is a theatre organization 
group in which students interested 
in the theatre arts may participate. 
P.P.G. will be putting on a Murder 
Mystery Party on Oct. 22 at 7pm. in 
the creative arts building. There is 
a$5.00 admission to help raise funds 
for the shows. 
The first performance of the 
year is Lysistrata, a sexual comedy 
directed by Ronald E. Barnes. It 
opens on Nov. 11,12 and 16-19 at 
8:15pm. Nov. 13 and 20 at 
2pm.Tickets will be available 
starting Nov. 1. 
The Scholarship Gala featuring 
"A Dickens Holiday Festival" is 
taking place this year on Dec. 10 
and 11 in die recital hall. This benefit 
provides an evening of music, food, 
and oral interpretation of Dickens 
literature.Tickets are $10.00 per 
person, $5.00 for students, and$3.00 
for children under 12. 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO 
Presents: james Brown, 
Faculty Author 
Tuesday, October 18,1994 
2pm to 4pm 
To Autograph his books. 
Lucky Town and The 
Second Story Theater & 
Two Encores 
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Circle K club volunteers time to Option House 
Rami Fodda 
Special to the Chronicle 
All through this past summer, 
Circle K Intemation^ Club of Cal 
State Sail Bernardino has been in­
volved in an on-going project with 
Option House for battered women. 
Every week, a few club members 
go down to the house and organize 
reaeational activities for the chil­
dren of the battered women in the 
house. 
Option House is an organization 
that pro videsasafehaven for abused 
andbattered women. Itis there that 
they receive valuable counseling 
and help so that they may bet back 
on their feet and take charge of their 
lives again. The organization also 
puts the women in touch with sev­
eral state and federal programs for 
financial assistance and career re­
training. 
But there was a big problem. 
The women rarely come alone. 
Many of them are mothers and come 
to the house with their children. 
The house admits the mother and 
their children. 
There are limited facilities in the 
center for the children. They are 
not permitted to play outside be­
cause of the fear that they may be 
seen or taken by their abusive fa­
thers. So they are locked up in the 
house for most of their stay. Need­
less to say, the children get very 
restless and bored. This is where 
Circle K comes in. 
Every Friday, several Circle 
K'ers visit the center. The new 
faces are always a welcomed change 
in the childrens' routine. They 
cheeringly parade around the mem­
bers and escort them into the center's 
small play room. The room is 
equipped with small tables and 
chairs. 
The children are extremely ac­
tive and energetic. They eagerly 
participate in all the activities that 
are organized. They especially en­
joy drawing andcoloring; they could 
just stay there for hours drawing 
pictures of flowers, birds, and vol­
unteers ! 
The children seem to enjoy the 
attention and relish every positive 
encouragement. Itwasobviousthat 
many of those children have suf­
fered from neglect. 
'Those children are wonderful," 
said one of the volunteers. "I can­
not understand how can any one 
mistreat them like this." 
As the school year starts. Circle 
K at Cal State San Bernardino is 
renewing its commitment to the 
project. The feeling is that a lot of 
work needs to be done here, and 
they are not the ones to leave with a 
job half done. 
Gruenbaum, 
Brasch named 
acting deans 
From news services 
Dr. Ellen Gruenbaum is now the 
acting dean for the School of Social 
and Behavioral Sciences, and E>r. 
Klaus Brasch the acting dean for 
the School of Natural Sciences at 
CSUS. A professor of anthropol­
ogy, Gruenbaum had been serving 
as assistant dean under the school's 
former dean, Aubrey Bonnett, who 
resigned to accept a position in New 
Ywk. 
Much of her research has fo­
cused on Sudanese families and 
socio-economic fCMces. She also has 
done extensive research on the 
wcxnen of Sudan, where she re­
searched the effects of that country's 
age-old practice of female circum­
cision. 
Gruenbaum recieved her MA 
and PhD in anthropology from the 
University of Connecticut. 
Brasch succeeds Fernandez, who 
is serving as the university's acting 
chief academic affairs officer. 
Brasch came in as chair of the Biol­
ogy Department in 1990. He had 
been teaching at the University of 
Tulsa since 1983, and has authored 
and co-authored many journal ar­
ticles over his 22 year teaching ca­
reer. 
He earned both his MS and Phd 
in biology from Carleton Univer­
sity in Ottawa, Ontario. 
Active in research, he recieved a 
National Institute of Health grant 
two years ago to study the behavior 
of autoantibodies. In 1992, the Na­
tional Science Foundation awarded 
him and two other colleagues, 
Esteban Diaz and Iris Riggs, a 
$797,000 grant intended to make 
the quality and type of science edu­
cation in area school more consis­
tent. 
w WORKING FOR STTiPENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION 
United Parcel Service 
is conducting recruitment sessions for 
PART-TIME JOBS 
[L®(3d]90Q® & 00[IQ[]©(3(iBoQ® 
XJPS otters Students; 
, $8 PER HOUR_ 
' "VALUABLE WORK EM 
I 
Appointments are available every Tuesday from 
9 a.m. - 11 a.m. in the Career Development Center, UH-329. 
Appointments scheduled in person only. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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Living the college 
life away from home 
Sheryt Mathis 
Chronicle staff writer 
Tlie grass is green, and the trees 
are fullof kaves, with bouses all set 
in a row nicely painted. This beau­
tiful place is called Serrano Vil­
lage, the dorms for students, lo­
cated on CSUSB campus. 
In Sorano Village, there are 
new students that ccxne and go de­
pending (» what their goals are. 
According to Norm Slostead, Act­
ing Housing Director, the average 
stay in a dorm for a freshman is 1-
2 yetus. Students usually leave 
Serrano Village due to the fact that 
they meet people in school, de-
vel(^ a friendship, and decide to 
share an apartment off-campus to­
gether. Mr. Slostead cc»tinued to 
say that Serrano Village shows a 
30% retention rate a year, which 
means 25-30 students stay on cam­
pus fcM" their remaining 4 years of 
college. 
Last year, figures showed that 
approximately 767 freshmen lived 
on campus, and 1994 figures again 
showed less than 800 freshman liv­
ing on campus, according to 
Mr.Sloslead. 
Serrano Village provides stu­
dents with a place to live, meals, 
utilities and phone services. If your 
roommate decides to leave, you are 
not stuck paying all the rent for that 
quarter. 
There are many exciting activi­
ties to participate in at Serrano Vil­
lage. For instance, field trips to TV 
tapings in Hollywood, beach trips, 
camping uips and dances that are 
held on campus. 
Serrano Village's newest pro­
gram is called the "Oasis Package," 
which is geared to help the student 
commuter. The program provides 
the commuter a space to study, re­
lax, and to keep your person^ be­
longings, with the option of slaying 
the night for a reasonable fee. 
F d i i / H o w  !  
1 Interested in learning about 
journalism? If you'd like to 
I expand your academic reper­
toire to include journalistic 
skills, working for The 
Chronicle may be for you. 
Each quarter a practicum is 
offered through the Commu­
nications Studies Dept. which 
emphasizes a practical appli­
cation of communication 
skills in the areas of journal­
ism, photojournalism and 
public relations. 
You receive two units of credit 
and a load of experience 
working in layout and pro­
duction, selling ads for com­
missions, writing stories and/ 
or editorials, or working in 
the business office. 
If you're interested in finding 
out more about this wonder-
I ful opportunity, please call 
I Cathy Miller at 880-5931. 
* This Is a Full Hours Membership 
* Good 7 Days a Week 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
(909)37(F1111 
R S 
68 Convenient Locations 
•Pay only $49 plus $15 monthly dues on automatic bank debit. Family Rtness has more locations 
and more equipment than any other company in California, incentices may offered for enrolling on 
other memberships. No discounts can be used with this offer and memberships must be used at 
center of enrollment. Must be 18 years old or 14 with parent. Babysitting is available for a 
nominal fee. Must show CSUSB student or staff i.D. card to qualify for this rate. 
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CALiFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO 
FREE!! 
Back to School 
Special 
100 count filler paper 
Pleale^visit the free with a purchase of 
$20.00 or morel! Coyote Bookstore for more details 
*SUBUJnV  ^
Buy any Footlong 
sub and get a 2nd 
sub of equal or 
lesser value FREE 
with purchase of 
a 32 oz. drink 
1050 W. KENDALL DR.. SUITE B 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92407 
(909) 886-3343 
offer good only 
with coupon 
expires 7/1/95 
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Quizcont. from pg. 10 
"Quiz Show" is a gorgeous film 
to watch. Jon Hutman'sproduction 
design comes brilliantly together 
with Michael Ballhaus' 
photography to re-create the Fifties 
as the TechnicolOT Decade. Paul 
Attanasio's brisk, fast-moving 
screenplay (based on Richard 
Goodwin's book) maintains 
dramatic tension even for people 
familiar with the story. Robert 
Redford sews it all up without a 
seam, in his best directorial effort 
to date. 
TTie cast are the jewels in this 
Swiss watch of a movie. John 
Turturro gives Herbie Stempel just 
the right touch of embittered mania. 
Rob Morrow, who gained 20 
pounds for his role as the pudgy, 
cigar-chomping Goodwin, leaves 
little doubt that he will have a 
successful career after he leaves 
"Northern Exposure." And Ralph 
Fiennes is assured another Oscar 
nomination for his poetic ponrayal 
of the guilt-ridden Charles Van 
Doren 
No less care was taken in casting 
the smaller roles. Look for splendid 
turns from Christopher McDonald 
as "Twenty One" host Jack Bairy, 
Paul Scofield as Mark Van Doren, 
as well as cameos from directors 
Martin Scorsese and Barry 
Levinscm. 
"Quiz Show" (rated PG-13 for 
coarse language) brilliantly 
captures one of the events that 
signaled the end of America's last 
innocent age. It:.will surely be 
counted as one of the year's best 
films. 
Best Subs In Town" 
Now Open Til 10! 
Nonhparkj 
University 
Parkway 
Little 
Mm. 
Kendall DrT 
Dr. 
DELMY'S 
•a.®® 
O F F  
Any Regular 6" or 12" Sub • 
w/ coupon, not good w/ any other offer " , ^ ^, 
: 10% Student Discount ; 
1357 Kendall Dr. (909J 880-1605 • Walk-in^Excluding Advertised Specials j 
^ We ^ 
Deliver!! 
• 
elmy s 
Tk) of the most popular bundles 
on campus tnis year. 
> Perfmna 6364/250, 
Gol^Ptus 
and muse. 
Only $1,415,00. 
^ Color Ptus 14" Display, 
.^^eDe^'K^bosad and mouse. 
Only $1,719.00. 
Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh* Performa? For 
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only 
from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need in college. You'll get software that 
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar 
created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line 
research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet, 
word processor, database and more, Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll 
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple ^ 
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a A fV 
day.^ It^ the power every student needs. The power to be your best' iiPpiC 
computer Fair on Tuesday, Oct. 11, 10am-3pm" 
Coyote Tfechnology Center 
located downstairs in the Coyote Bookstore 
' 880-5986 
CgirefOmtkiobr 17,1994; maSaUtimfywtksulflkslae. 01994Mk<2mfiaa,LRK.AB RTPLOREMEI APPLE IHE^ logo, MacMgsb,Peifi)ma<md'TUp(mrlo IK your BET'MNGOERTDL^^ 
r^mra/atsbkff* qtomlr oxpivhlta tim mm; ^ 
SSHMv far aermlnilmprica A 5.5% loeHorigtmnim fit wO be added baerifimledhmamouiU. Tie Mersi rote Is variable, based on At commercltdpt^ raklilus 5.35%. For the moHib (4'August, 1994, ibeinlerestraUim IO.t<nl.,w^AmAPR<il^ .3^ 8-yt(trlamkm»i^ tKpr^ ay• 
mtmplm9l Tbtmo»Myp(o/minHommuitmnoti4irtimlofprtnc9)alorlHUrtstSludiitlsi>u^ dderpriK4)tdpttyinml5uplo4yem,orujaSffadmtKn. D e^mmS will change your rnnHypaymenls. Tlx wk Omptikr Loan is sul^ lo credit oginmL 
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Music cont. from pg. 2 
Down" is almost punk in its roots, 
but with an uncharacteristic female 
vocal treatment courtesy of lead 
singer Denise Hopper, that echoes 
such alternative luminaries as 
Chrissy Hynde of the Pretenders. 
"Leo" openswith a Nirvana-style 
crunch of feedback then kicks into 
high gear. Just when you think 
Magnapop can't go any further, you 
realize you are only halfway through 
the album. The album closer, 
"Skinbums," throws a real twist 
into the mix, unbelievably beauti­
ful vocal harmonies. Live 
Magnapop inaeases the intensity 
and drops much of the detailed stu­
dio work. By all accounts, this band 
should become or even surpass the 
heights attained by other recent fe­
male guitar bandssuch as the Breed­
ers or Belly. As great as those bands 
are, Magnapop's sophomore effort 
blows them all away by a ton. 
Love Spit Love—Love Spit Love 
I admit it, I am a clc^et Psyche­
delic Furs fan. But, then again, who 
isn't. We all remember hearing 
"Pretty in Pink" or "Love My Way," 
or even "Ghost In You" for the first 
time and openly weeping next to 
the radio. But for all their greamess, 
the Furs never attained the worship 
status of other 80's greats like the 
Cure or Depeche Mode. Maybe it 
was the lack of real musical vision 
or the record company difficulties, 
but now, we can appreciate them in 
a new light with Love Spit Love. 
Formed last year by ex-Furs lead 
singer Richard Butler and his 
brother Bassist Tim Butler, Love 
Spit Love aims to put an undated 
spin on the classic Furs sound. But 
LoveSpitLove goes one better. As 
opposed to copying the style that 
made him famous, Butler (Rich­
ard), lets the music breathe and 
move in different directions creat­
ing a stylistic advancement from 
even the best of the Furs. But the 
real treat here is listen ing to B u tier's 
voice. In the past, many people 
slagged Butler for his lack of vocal 
talent to accompany his lyrical skill. 
Here it appears that maturity has 
finally arrived as he carries off fal­
settos as well as his usual wail with 
tremendous ease. At no point does 
be seem to be straining or reaching 
for the next range. Musically, Love 
Spit Love is a much tighter band 
than its predecessor. Gone are the 
Pain reliever/Fever reducer 
•HaTKmS: For the temporary relief 
aches and pains associated with the 
wmmon cold, headache, toothache, mus-
n,backache, for the minor pa"] 
crsm ' menstrua.; rra ^r me pam oi in« 
'"ips, and for reduction of fever 
SUMMER'S OVER. 
Thank goodness there's Advil.* Advanced medicine for pain? 
Pick up your free sample at Coyote Bookstore. 
While supplies last during bock rush Advil contains ibuprcfen. Use only as directed. 01994 Whitehall Laboratories, tiladison.NJ. 
mandolins, harps, and for the most 
part, the keyboards. With excep­
tion of "Half A Life" and the single 
"Am I Wrong," which sound a bit 
like outtakes from the last Psyche 
Furs album "World Outside,"this 
album focuses on big guitar sounds 
and deep bass grooves. The two 
standout tracks on the album both 
show off the considerable talents of 
guitarist Richard Fortus. "Super­
man" starts off with abeautiful gui­
tar solo, only to blast into a garage 
style blast of noise as Butler wails 
alK)ut the supposed evils of medial 
bias. "Green" seems to go one 
forever with its beautiful mix of 
psychedelic that would make the 
Smashing Pumpkins get on their 
knees and worship this band. For 
hard-core Furs fans this album is 
welcome change of pace. For nov­
ices to Richard Butler's world, its 
abeautiful introduction. 
Other new releases to check out. 
October finds a slew of new 
material from major acts being re­
leased. Leading off is REM (full 
review next issue) with their tenth 
album entitled "Monster" which 
promises a return to the old style of 
big guitar and distorted vocals...The 
Smashing Pumpkins will release a 
collection of B-sides called "Pisces 
Iscariot" which is rumored to con­
tain either Peel Sessions or live 
tracks as well as odds and ends 
from previous singles...Seattle's 
favorite son, PearlJam, willrelease 
it's third album called Viialogy (ed.-
also check out Mother Love Bone 
featuring fonner members of PJ, 
it's probably cheaper)...Limerick, 
Ireland's the Cranberries will re­
lease the sophomore album "No 
Need To Argue" in October, the 
first single "Zombie" about the 
struggle in Northern Ireland is re­
ceiving airplay now...Finally, the 
long rumored, and often hyped. 
Nirvana double live album has been 
scrapped in favor of the more com­
mercially acceptable "Unplugged" 
(ed.-how's that for irony???)...see 
ya in the used bins. 
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BECOME A 
ROAD SOHOUBt 
IN YOUR 
SPARE TIME. 
One Motorcycle RiderCourse will 
make you a better, safer rider. And 
riding will become more fun. 
Call 1-800-447-4700 for the 
best education on the streets., 
mtmctcu stfcn fmmmtim ^ 
Haiti cont. from pg 3 
Bill Clinton promised "change," 
and yet be offers the same stagnant 
"solutions" to the country's prob-
lemsthatlhosebeforehimid. What 
about health care, crime preven­
tion, education enhancement, and 
his other empty promises? It is 
obvious that he is a disaster at for­
eign policy and any other hostile 
situations that require force; but at 
least he could improve the social 
and domestic conditions in the "de­
mocracy" of his own country. 
The "Three S trikes Law" that is 
so popular these days should be 
^plied to Clinton. Strike One was 
the Branch Davidian debacle in 
Waco, Texas. Strike Two was his 
failure to keep his all-important 
promise on health care, which he 
compromised before the Republi­
cans and the insurance companies, 
their bedfellows, began their as­
sault, making it that much easier for 
such opposition. 
Can we afford a Strike Three, 
i.e.— Haiti, North Koea, etc.? If 
we do survive Clinton's Third 
Strike, it may be time to reconsider 
the government policy for presi­
dential impeachment in this coun­
try.... 
Heckler cont. from pg 3 
large rocks which, if run over, could 
kill your lire. I understand how the 
lot may not be high priority for 
paving, but could you at least clean 
it up a little bit before winter, when 
theMud Bog and Tractor Pull sea­
son. 
Moving into political mode, it's 
one month til the big elections as 
part of the "No RePete" campaign 
moves into full swing. As I have 
always said, it has never been my 
intention to back anyone else for 
election,justto personally kickPete 
out of office for messing with my 
academic future. As a show of good 
faith, I actually registered to vote. 1 
registered, and so should you in 
solidarity for our education, if any­
thing. Our vote is important be­
cause without it, our complaints are 
worthless. 
Enough with the overly political 
portion of my column and into the 
telethon part. I need your help for 
ideas in this column, because es­
sentially, it is your column. 1 will 
also include the Chronicle's tele­
phone number: 880-3940, or voice-
mail at 880-5931, that combined 
with our office number, youshould 
be able to have your comments in­
cluded in this column. 
AcJdepted at 
more Schools 
than you were. 
ViSA 
18 «il 
' - -^ PiJUS 
f. rt.: • •• 
-yiOlI AA/ai^ t to loC. 
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Join The Chronicle on Mondays at 4 pm in UH-37 to 
find out howto be a part of this scandalous staff. 
Writers, photographers, and cartoonists are all needed. 
IH THE ARMY, 
NURSES ARENT JUST IN DEMAND. 
THEY'RE IN COMMAND. 
Any nurse who just wants a job can 
find one. But if you're a nurs­
ing student who wants to be in 
command of your own career, consider 
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as 
a competent professional, given your own 
patients and responsibilities commensurate 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
with your level of experience. As 
an Army officer, you'll command the 
respect you deserve. And with the added 
benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000 
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4 
weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com­
mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY 
BEAU YOU CAN BE. 
Immigration from pg. 7 
What hate-groups and politi­
cians fail to see, is that the majority 
of immigrants (legal and illegal) 
are enterprising, courageous, and 
resourceful. The act of uprooting 
and leaving behind all that is near 
and dear, is motivated as much by 
determination, especially for the 
illegal immigrant who faces enor­
mous odds. According to Tom 
Morganthau in Newsweek, "Latino 
men who wait on street comers, 
hoping for day labor,face more 
risks(on an on-going basis)than 
most Amercans ever know." Risks 
such as social stigma, the dilemma 
of earning enough money to sur­
vive on and to send back home 
while dealing with language barri­
ers and cultural sh(x:k. They live in 
dire poverty and are often victims 
of unscrupulous employers who pay 
them subliminal wages or withold 
them altogether. 
If Proposition 187 becomes law 
an a significant reduction in immi­
grant labor occurs, prices will sky­
rocket. We will have to fcM^o many 
of the goods, services and fwoduce 
we come to rely on. And in all 
likelihood, the (tepression we have 
managed to hold at bay will be­
come a reality. 
As Americans we fail to appre­
ciate both the struggles of the im­
migrants and the degree to which 
our economy relies on them. Pete 
Hamill, a columnist fcM* Esquire, 
does notmince terms when itcomes 
to achknowledging our dependmcy. 
"If every Mexican went hmne next 
week, Americans would starve." 
Courtesy of Inland Empire 
Hispanic News 
Think! It wouldn't 
hurt much! 
We've just developed away to make 
Power Macintosh even more powerM. 
(Buy one no\y and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through colle )^ 
Not only is the worlds fastest Macintosh* computer arailable at special low student prices, 
but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For a limited time, buy 
a select Power Macintosh"" and you get software that hdps you through every aspect of writing 
papers, a personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Com­
panion to help you tap into on-line researdi resources. Plus you'E get Claris^rks, an integr^d 
<€A 
package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. Buy a select Power Mac" with 
CD-ROM, and you'll also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. It all cwnes witfi 
Power Macintosh—the computer that grows with you from college to the professional ^ 
world. And now, with an Apple Computer Loan, IPs easier than ever to 
own one. ItS the power every student needs. The power to be your be^! 
'Computer Fair on Tuesday, Oct. 11, 10am-3pm" 
Coyote Ichnoiogy Center 
located downstairs in the Coyote Bookstore 
880-5986 0 0 K S T 0 R E 
Q^e^OMxrl?. lotn-inioiuw '{f- p-..— yyfrrrTiTi. rriifTTliiriiriifHiinrItrfrrflif 
ComOuJcT. Mc. OartsWorb is a registered Irtuknuri of | 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
ATTENTION CSUSB Students! 
Anyone interested in iniramiiral 
or club wrestling, please call 
Mike LaBrosse at (619) 948-0220 
for more information. 
TYPING Papers, reports, 
resumes, cover letters. Laser 
imnting. $2.50/page. Pickup/ 
delivery available. 825-8530 
FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise 
$500 in 5 days - Greeks, groups, 
clubs, motivated individuals. 
Fast, simple, easy - -no financial 
obligation (800) 775-3851 ext 33 
3 BED, 2 bath house, 1 mile from 
campus. Den, fireplace, pool. 
Unfum room $300 887-4527 
MODELS, dancers, entertainers 
We are currently seeking profes­
sionals for on-c^ local area 
assignments. Send photo with 
biography. Need be dependable, 
first class and have desire to 
make it BIG $ Intervision Agency 
133 E De La Gueira Ste 423, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 No 
phone calls please. 
DELIVERY DRIVERS 
wanted: FT or PT, office 3 miles 
fitrni Cal St, for information call 
887-1116 
INTERNATIONAL MOVING 
We ship almost anywhere. Free 
estimate. A-A TRANSFER (909) 
335-2628 or 1-800-889-MOVE. 
HOUSING for Two: 14 miles 
from campus. Two private 
furnished bedixxmis in beautiful 
Crestline mountain htrnie. $240/ 
mo. each includes utilities. 
Single female homeowner 
prefers: 2 female intemational 
students. 338-3533 
FOR RENT. Lovely 6 bedroom 
house with separate studio apt on 
Sheridan Road. Walking 
Distance from campus. For 
details call (909) 864-3165. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
wanted. Must have computer 
research experience. Salary 
negotiable - submit letter of 
application (& resume) to: JT 
McDonald PO Box 3386, 
Crestline, CA 92324. 
COUCH - makes into bed. 
Lounge Chair - both easy to 
move. Flione (909) 887-5607. 
SUSAN'S SECRETARIAL 
Service for fast, efficient typing 
of college papers. Laser printing. 
Reasonable rates. (909) 881-2651 
ROOM FOR RENT Female 
non-smok^ preferred, 2 rooms, 
share full bathroom, cable, 
laundry, $275/month/room, 
utilities included 883-5852 $100 
deposit 
C a l i f o r n i a  G r a d u a t e  i n s t i t u t e  
Graduate School of Psychology ond Psychoanalysis andMFT 
MA and PhD Programs in Psychology 
and Marriage & Family Therapy 
Administrative Office 
1100QlendonAve., Roorll 
W. Los Angeies. CA 90024 
(310)208-4240 
Orarvje County Facility 
1122 E. Lincoln Ave. 6-200 
Orange, CA 92665 
(714) 637-5404 
CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 943108. 
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California. 
In addition to the degree programs, CGI offers the following Certificate Programs: 
" " The Treatment of Perpetrators - Behavioral Medicine - Psychoanalysis Chemicai Dependency & Victims of Violenoe n»ycnoan»ysis 
Classes held In West Los Angeles and Orange (OC) 
lOeSOOpm Human AnaiomyandPhyaiology 
Dnam AnalySaR 
SeoSOOpm PfychoanalyUcPsydtottMnpy 
5iiaSjOO|>m NardmlatlcDfsonkts: Shame 
SeO-SeOpm CukM Imagery 
SeOe^lOpm Blotedbadc Therapy 
SOMUOpm MFT Piadlcum 1-JH 
SO&e^Mpm Advanced Human Seoiallty 
5:30.700pm GraupPraoeaaaTedintque 
000700pm Group Proceasa Technique 
SOO-ll.OOpm Physiological Psydiology 
•OO-lIOOpm Qlnlcal PiacHcum I-VI 
90IV1 lOOara Gnsup Pioceaa a Technique 
lOO-TOOpm Advanced PsychdoglcaJ Aawamnent 
200500pm PcopoaaJ Rcaaatch in 
200500pm Pntamionalbauc^EthicaaUwB 
300500pm Group Pracem a Technique 
SOOAOOpm Theabt.Ptacifcec<F^.inaMedk^V«:eld 
500400pm Pcopoaal Reeearch U 
SOOeOOpm Learning a Cognition 
500400pin Primitive Mental States 
500400pin DIagnoSs a Direct In Adult Psychopath. 
500400pm TheHojocaustaSdtlndier'alist 
5:154:45pm GroupProoeasaTcdmique 
SOO-llOOpn Reaeaich Methods a Analysis II 
SOO-liOOpm TechniqueotthelnltlalConsuitalian 
SOO-llOOpm CertatricPsychapathalogy 
'^XLllOOpm Ot^ectRSationsThaocyl 
1'.30-300pm Gcoup Pcoccm a Technique 
200500pm Human Setuslity 
200500pm Advanced QinkdHyprHMis 
Learning a Cogrritlcn 
200500pm Pqichak)gyo4M»en 
300400pm Group PiooesaaTeduiique 
500400pm Propoaal Reeearch NU 
500400pm SuiddeaCrtsislnlerventlon 
500400pm SelfPsychotogyll 
500400pm bsusstnPara.P^chapah.aPaydtalhvapy 
500400pm PsychopathdogyaFamllyDynamica 
S00400pm Psychaanal)4lcPsycholh««py 
S00400pm Advanced Human Seniality 
500400pm Psychopharmaoology 
500400pm Induatrfal/OrganizMlonalPsycholcgy 
300-1100pm Qinictl Ptectlcum ni 
Itoica of Change In Family Therapy 
•OO-nO^ OdldAhuaeaDomaaicVldence 
0OO-11OOpm Bridge Between Pedagogya PATccalmL 
T.Oteson,PhD 
D.ai(fard,MD 
BmS^DSW/BkriwIiO 
D.aiSord,MD 
C. aivet PhD 
T.OlM«i,PhD 
R.Cottra,PhD 
N.Pik«MSW (CXI) 
J. Packer, PhD 
R. Phillips. PhD OC 
T.OIesofvPhD 
R. Phillips, PhD. (CX!) 
D. Fehr, PhD (OQ 
A.Panobky.PhD 
R. Hunter, PhD 
M.Gerecm,PhD 
D.Fcta-.PhD (OQ 
D. Disoiattd, MD 
L.WclsiMnd«r,PhD 
R. Huntar, PhD 
D.aiffard,MD 
R.Golln,PhD (OQ 
B. Schwarlz-Les, PhD 
M. KoveivPhD 
R.Hunla-, PhD 
L.SilvartoivPhD 
). Mayhail, PhD (OQ 
W. RlckJes, MD 
). Picker, PhD 
A. Tsyicr, PhD 
T.Mos^PhD 
R.Huntm,PhD (OQ 
D. Plan, PhD (OQ 
]. Packer, PhD 
R. Hunter, PhD (OQ 
M. Peck, PhD 
L. Supentdn, PhD 
K.Kepp,PhD 
S.Ha^PhD (OQ 
D. PUtt, PhD (OQ 
A. Taylor, PhD 
D. Diamoctd, MD 
S. Wlmer, PhD 
R.GnMner, MD 
K.Kapp,niD 
D.RowaaP (OQ 
R. Ekstein, PhD 
900-I0-J0am Gnxip Piuuaa a Tachnique 
1100.200^ Sodal P^chdogy 
IIOO-SOC^ Can|aint Therapy 
200500pm Co^Mve-Behavlafd Iher^y 
200500pm P^rchokigkal Aaaessmentl 
3004d0pm Group Pnxeas a Tadwique 
500400pm Gfoup Process a Tsdinique 
500400pm Clinical Piecticum I 
500400pm Qlnicd Piacticum 0 
S00400pffl Psychologlcai Aasessment n 
500400pm DiagnadsaDliacLlnAdultPsychopath. 
500400pm Thdlca of Change in Family Therapy 
S00400pm Psychological Aswssment in 
0:3040(^ Group Proceas a Technique 
lOO-l l.OOpm Proposal Reseaich I 
SOO-llODpm ^^hapathciogyaF•mllyDynamks 
SOO-nOOpm OlnicdCaecCoirferaKeS 
kOO-llOOpm Psychopathdogy U 
R. Phllilpt PhD (CX:) 
R Kariovac, PhD 
L. Singer, PhD 
L. Slngsr,PhD 
K. Crass, PhD 
M. Koven, PhD 
M. Koven. PhD 
L.Welsbender,PhD 
LSingm,PhD 
K. Cross, niD 
R.Gdtta,PhD 
D.RoweivP (OQ 
L. SiivertocvPhD 
M. Koven, PhD 
R Kaciwa^ PhD 
D. CoopenBynm, PhD 
J.Delchamps,MD 
RGctaort, PhD 
i 
900-120te DevdopmsntdthePcracn 
100400pm SddzcphrsnlaaPsydMticSlaSss 
500400pm Group Process a Tsdmlque 
500400pm Oinkil Hypnosis 
500400pm CompiahcMive Exam Review 
D. Rcocn, PhD 
L Hedges^ PhD 
D. Fehr, PhD (OQ 
K.KM«d,PhD (OQ 
Core Faculty 
8:30-100(lam 
lOOO-IOOpm 
lOOO-IOOpm 
IIO0-12:30pm 
100400pm 
Gnsup Procesa a Technique 
MFTPiacMcum 1411 
Human Sexudlty 
Croup Process a Technique 
Pqrdtdogicel Aseesameni II 
D. Fehr, PhD (OQ 
R.Goltra,PhD (OQ 
N.PIke,M5W (OQ 
|. Packer, PhD 
S. Hanfi^ PhD (OQ 
Weekend Special Classes & Seminars 
W E S T  L O S  A N G E L E S  
•/3740 
9/10-11 
9/14-17 
9/17-10 
9/2048 
iai-2 
101-3 
10«4 
l«0-9 
lau-io 
li/15-U 
1M2 
ia22-2S 
ia3940 
1VS4 
11/11-12 
Set 9004l. 
Sun]0005 
100-9 Sal 100400pm 
10/22-19 Sun 900400pm' 
10/14-15 Fri 600-1100pm 
10130-29 Sat 900400^ 
Sat 900400pm 
Sun 100400pm 
Sit 900400pm 
Sun 900-200pm 
Sat 100400pm 
Sun 900400^ 
10/29-30 Sat 100401^ 
12/2-4 Sun9004i0^ 
Sat 900400pm 
Sun900-2^m 
Sit 100400pm 
Sun900^00pm 
-Sat 900400pm 
Sun9O0-2OC^ 
Sat 900400pm 
Sun900-2:00pm 
The Psj^cpathdogy of Romenoe 
The Family a Chemical Dependency 
Qinical Aasessment, Treatment, 
Outcomes a Managied Care 
Research Methods for MFTs 
Qinical Dedslon Making 
Contemporary Issues in P^chonauro-
Immunoiogy 
Psydtotherapy with VicUmsa 
Perpetntors at Vloience 
Protesaional Skills In Private Pnctioe 
Eating Disorders An Object Rd^ddns 
Pcrapcdive 
Child Abuse Aascwmeni a Reporting 
The Projective Use of Mother-and-QilM 
Dnwings 
Sat 100500pm Natdssism and Intimacy 
Sal 
Sun 
Sal 900400pm 
Sun 900-200pm 
11/12-19 Sal 100400pm 
1214-11 Sun 900400pm 
Fd 500-1100pffl 
Sat. 900400pra 
The Psydwanalytic Understandlngcf 
the Parandd Proems 
Psychotogfcal AsMmmenl IV; Lab 
Drug Uae a Abuse 
Ass«tlv«ncM In the Clinical Setting 
D.RcEen,PhD 
W.Ooke 
K.Kcpp,PhD 
USin^, PhD 
R.Hunt«,PhD 
LSIIvertcrwPhD 
T.OIrwMvPhD 
M. Koven, PhD 
R.Goitia. PhD 
C Lord, MA 
D.Ct«uanan,E%D 
S.Kicvoy, PhD 
RGecsan.PhD 
J.GUleiple,PhD 
M. Soiomon, PhD 
A. Panajtan. PhD 
L SIvecton, PhD 
R.Gdln,PhD 
I. Singer, PhD 
O R A N G E  
9/1745 
9/1745 
9lflsa2S 
9/2445 
9/24-25 
M/1-2 
lM-2 
11/55 
11/1M5 
lVlO-11 
15/15-14 
11/19-25 
15/21523 
11/15425 
MA945 
11yS4 
15/29-35 
11/54 
155-9 
15/22-23 
155-9 
15/22-23 
11/12-13 
12/15-11 
11/19-25 
1254 
Sat 100400pm 
Sun 900400^ 
Sal 100-600pm 
Sun 900400^ 
M «00-n00pm 
Sun 900400pm 
Sat 100400pm 
Sun 900400pm 
Sat 100400pm 
Sun 9O0-6iD0pm 
Sal 100400pm 
Sun900400pn 
Sit 100400pm 
Sun 900400pm 
Sal 100400pm 
Sun 900400^ 
Sal 100400pm 
Sun 900400^ 
Sat 100400pm 
Sun 900400^ 
Inirodudkin to Adimlan PqKhothat^y 
Psydwtherwy with theChemkally 
D^endanl PalienI 
Sodal Ps^hdogy 
Udng Meditation a HdisUcTeduilqum 
in Psychotherapy 
Fotensics Practlcum: Treatment of 
VIctlmsa Perpelralcra cf VIdcnoe 
PsychopathdogyaPaychotherapywIth 
the Pctpetraton of l^denoe 
Intcoductian to Behavioral Madidnc 
Child Abuse Kid Dcsncatlc Ylotcnce 
Introductian to Mediation attd the Bsdcs 
in Family Law 
PradkuffltChemlcBl Dependenqr 
Treatment 
D.Maybdl,PhD 
N.FIki,MSW 
8.Hmi1%PhD 
D. Plait, PhD 
LStnso,]D 
R. Golfed PhD 
K.MacLety,PhD 
D. RoweaJD 
l-SaraaOkP 
K.Kepp,PhD 
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TAKE A BREAK/f/??« the daily car trafflcy the distractions from your studies, 
hauling around those heavy hooks and having to hunt down a private spot to 
catch a few needed tvinks between classes. Noiv you can create your oivn oasis 
right here on campus. The Ousis Package—Cal States commuter housing 
program—lets you rent a room in Serrano Village and gives you: 
^ a private space to study and relax 
^ the option 
s; ,,.;:  ^ a p0SM:St&¥tyour personal hetbngm  ^
access to residential programs, facilities and aniedm% fi^i^ 
utilities, the Village Sttuare pool, recreational room and laundry 
services. (Phone and cable TV access available as well.) 
Call the Housing Office at (909) 880-5246for details. 
SIERRiNo 
^UACE 
CAL STATE, SAN BERNARDINO 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
• 
.... ....... 
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